The Voinovich School of Leadership and Public Affairs
HTC/Voinovich Undergraduate Research Scholars
Academic Year 2012-2013

Tessa Barman, Microbiology
Caroline Boone*, HTC Political Science
Laura Diaco*, HTC Political Science
  Kelsey Doyle, Marketing
  Allie Dyer*, HTC Political Science
Mollie Fitzgerald, Communication Studies
  Chelsea Flenar, Political Science
  Kedrin Herron, Political Science
  Madison Koenig, HTC English
  Jessica Lindner, HTC Environmental and Plant Biology
  Ashley Roberts, Community Health Services
  Gregory Shipley, HTC Computer Science
Caroline Snyder, HTC Hearing, Speech, and Language Science
  Austin Stahl, Journalism
  Holly Strickland*, Psychology
  Rebecca Wyss, HTC English
  Elizabeth Young, Political Science Pre-Law
  Matt Zofchak, HTC Political Science

*Returning Scholars